Identifying words in running speech

Lexical representations for the words sudden and help. The syllable structure of each word is schematized at the top (σ = syllable, o = onset, r = rime).
Example: identifying a simple word.

find landmarks

look around the landmarks
A Planning Stage is added to the basic component in the Figure before.
saw a dog

b a t m a n
Enhancement and Enhancement Gesture Calculations are added to the 'Simple Model' figure. The Enhancement component augments Planning Stage representations by flagging relevant features. Enhancement gestures are calculated for these flagged features.
Figure 10.5 Spectrogram of the sentence *I can't go up to Sweden* (male speaker), illustrating modifications of consonants when they occur in a sequence of two or more consonants. The text discusses the sequences /nt#g/ (400 to 550 ms), /p#t/ (700 to 850 ms), /sw/ (1000 to 1150 ms), and /dn/ (1200 to 1270 ms).
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